Functions of oral candidiasis episodes that are highly prognostic for AIDS.
Although oral candidiasis lesions are widely recognized as markers for AIDS, the relative prognostic significance of functions of these episodes has not been examined. We compare the associations with time to AIDS of one fixed and six time-dependent metrics of oral candidiasis lesions, including proximity of a lesion to seroconversion, any candidiasis history, and recency of a lesion. We show in Cox regression models that two metrics are clinically and statistically far more significant than the others, alone or in combination: any history of candidiasis since HIV seroconversion, and recency of a candidiasis episode. The latter metric indicates that the risk of an AIDS diagnosis is high during a candidiasis episode. The results hold for two cohorts of male seroconverters, 627 haemophiliacs and 196 men who have sex with men. Identification of highly prognostic functions of a patient's oral candidiasis history allows clinicians and researchers to focus on these aspects of the history and to omit extraneous information from data collection. Our method extends well beyond candidiasis and AIDS, and may shed light on associations of covariates with outcomes in a variety of settings.